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On behalf of our client, the Kingdom of SaudiArabia, we wanted to flag the invite your boss received last 
week attend the KSA-USA Partnership Gala Dinner this upcoming Thursday, March 22 from 7:00pm 0 

· . 10:00pm at the Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium. 

Registration details and additional information on this invitation only dinner are available here. Please 
let us know if your boss plans to attend, and if you have any other questions. 

Thanks for considering! 

KATIE MITCHELL I CGCN GROUP 
1101 K STREET, NW, SUITE 800 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 
559.623.6303 / mitchell@cgcn.com / www.cgcn.com 

H.R.H. Prince Khalid bin Salman bin Abdulaziz, Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United 
States of America has the privilege to invite you to an exclusive event to celebrate the strength of the 
Saudi-US bilateral relationship in the presence of H.R.H. Mohammad bin Salman Al Saud, Crown Prince 
of Saudi Arabia. 

The KSA- USA Partnership Gala Dinner will take place on Thursday, March 22, 2018 at the Andrew W. 
Mellon Ai!)ditorium in Washington, DC, from 7:00 to 10:00 pm. 

This invitation-only dinner will feature a series of high0 level speakers and program honoring key figures 
who have contributed to the historic and strategic partnership between the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
and the United States of America, emphasizing our enduring defense and counter-terrorism 

· cooperation. 

This will also be a unique occasion to hear about the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia's Vision 2030 from its 
architect, H.R.H. Mohammad bin Salman Al Saud, Crown Prince <if Saudi Arabia. 

Please join us i.n celebrating the historic arid enduring alliance between the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 
the United States of America. 

All invitations are personal and non-transferable. Pleas_e register onJine your earliest convenience at 
registratian.ksausapartnei'shipdinner.com. 

These materials are dlstrlbute_d by CGCN on beha_tf of SaucU Ara_b.ia, and additional informati_on is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia. 
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